
The Principles 
of Audio 
Design

And implementation 
for games !!



YO!
I am Maximilien Simard-Poirier

I am here because I love to share the audio knowledge !!!

You can find me on twitter @maxspsound

RADICAL





WHAT are we gonna talk about ?
Interactive Audio is a really vast 
field of expertise. The way this 
workshop has been structured 
will give you bases and paths to 
follow to understand just what 
the field of Interactive Audio is. 

Topics are as follows : 

1. What is Sound Design ?
2. What is Music Composition ?
3. What is Mixing ?
4. What is Implementation ?
5. What is Spatial Audio (brief) ?
6. What does it sound like ?
7. What is Dynamic Mixing ?
8. What is Dynamic Music ?
9. Key points when working with 

audio people.
10. Interactive Audio Montreal



1.
What is sound Design ?

Makin’ sounds from scratch !



“What is Sound Design?   
You may assume that it’s about 

fabricating neat sound effects. But 
that doesn’t describe very 

accurately what Ben Burtt and 
Walter Murch, who invented the 
term, did on "Star Wars" and 

"Apocalypse Now" “
- RANDY THOM



Sound Design 101 - The jist of it

× Making sounds and recording them
× From there, manipulate the recordings to 

make new sounds
× Trying to manipulate them creatively to serve 

the narrative (Storytelling)

A sound designer will always be on the lookout for 
interesting sounds in real life or with a synthesizer. 



Sound Design 101 - manipulation

× Using Audio Effects (next slide)
× By Layering one on top of the other
× Reversing audio 
× MUCH MORE!!

Much of these processes come from early sound 
experiments in radiophonic workshops in the early 
1950’s with manipulating recordings on tape.



Sound Design 101 - Audio effect Examples

ORiginal
Delay Chorus Flange Harmonizer Pitch - UP Pitch - DOWN Filtering REVERB

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1M0oW4ZnH4dbUlHeAWDaQkh1zMNBY7vLD
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Af7IUNDzxqBOBYaAPBMLe7HtdYmdeGu7
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nzAgrKoTUsk9WkyZhdCC1DF334idN0Kx
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1boFXnBnZGtAegD7YRqpTKq6gYUTltXYu
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RDOGddROD4jLpdYJpE6CF0tdnFlr1gXv
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UBW-fHSYcE-jU--hJsaCxu8ECEDTtZJ0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Wff2W_GiyDo8Vg118oa7_ImyptavTBKS
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LX3uLl0mvqIAi4Wy9LwvdHxsU2R2ecRC
https://drive.google.com/open?id=19NPVOFAv71hUKFmFOpkw-AwD60ofjSOI


Sound Design 101 - Audio effect Examples

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jVac5IFXpFo


Sound Design 101 - Foley

Foley  (named after sound artist 
Jack Foley is the reproduction of 
everyday sound effects that are 
performed to picture and recorded 
to add to film, or any visual media.

These reproduced sounds can be 
anything from the swishing of 
clothing and footsteps to squeaky 
doors and breaking glass.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OONaPcZ4EAs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KMfZC2Iyx8g


Sound Design 101 - Field Recording

Field recording is the term used for 
an audio recording produced 
outside a recording studio, and the 
term applies to recordings of both 
natural and human-produced 
sounds.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xdle3HjhQFg


Sound Design 101 - SOund Effects Recording
The most realistic sound effects may 
originate from original sources; the closest 
sound to machine-gun fire that we can 
replay should be an original recording of 
actual machine guns.

However, real life and actual practice do not 
always coincide with theory. Often recordings 
of real life do not sound realistic on playback. 
That is why we have Foley and FX. The 
realistic sound of bacon frying is the 
crumpling of cellophane. Rain may be 
recorded as salt falling on a piece of tinfoil.

“In my world math is : RAIN = BACON”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sd-rd5ImFkY


Sound Design 101 - wait what ??
Isn't it the same thing ???

VS

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sd-rd5ImFkY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xdle3HjhQFg


Sound Design 101 - quick word on storytelling

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sAwyC79RsMY


2.
What is Music Composition ?

Makin’ bespoke soundtracks to bring 
the emotion to picture or games !



A composer 

(Latin compōnō; 
literally "one who puts together")



Music composition 101 - the composer
A composer is a musician who is 
an author of music in any form, 
including vocal music (for a singer 
or choir), instrumental music, 
electronic music, and music which 
combines multiple forms. 

Composers often express their 
works in a written musical score 
using musical notation.



Art Punk

Alternative Rock

Contemporary Blues

Electric Blues

Lullabies

Expressionist

Orchestral

Contemporary Bluegrass

Honky Tonk

Deep House

Electro House

Glitch Hop

Horrorcore

Speedcore
8bit – aka 8-bit, 
Bitpop and Chiptune

Downtempo

East Coast Rap

Christmas: Jazz

Christian Pop

Acid Jazz

Dixieland

Orchestral Pop

Modern SoulPsychedelic Soul

Death Metal / Black Metal

Hair Metal

Roots Rock

Alternative Rock

Music composition 101 - Genres



MIDI     ( Musical Instrument Digital 
Interface)  is a technical standard 
that describes a communications 
protocol, digital interface, and 
electrical connectors that connect 
a wide variety of electronic musical 
instruments, computers, and 
related music and audio devices.

A single MIDI link can carry up to 
sixteen channels of information, 
each of which can be routed to a 
separate device.

Music composition 101 - quick word on midi



Music composition 101 - quick word on D.A.W.’s
A digital audio workstation (D.A.W./DAW) is an electronic device or application 
software used for recording, editing and producing audio files.

Industry Standard** 
AVID Pro-Tools

Popular with composers - 
Steinberg Cubase/Nuendo

Electronic music 
and performance 
powerhouse

Free to try and cheap to 
buy, underdog now game 
audio standard



Other daw list but not the “least” ;)
× “Cakewalk” Sonar
× FL Studio (aka Fruity Loops)
× Bitwig Studio
× Digital Performer
× Reason

Music composition 101 - quick word on D.A.W.’s



Just like film scores, video game 
scores require dozens of 
individual pieces of music—called 
"cues"—that collectively serve to 
create a mood, enhance the 
action and drama playing out on 
screen, and cultivate a sense of 
time and place. 

Source : https://www.berklee.edu/careers/roles/composer-video-games

Music composition 101 - composing for games

https://www.berklee.edu/careers/roles/composer-video-games


However, that's where the 
similarities end; while films and 
television shows are passive 
viewing experiences, video 
games are interactive 
journeys that require 
composers to embrace 
variables unique to game 
design. 

Source : https://www.berklee.edu/careers/roles/composer-video-games

Music composition 101 - composing for games

https://www.berklee.edu/careers/roles/composer-video-games


3.
What is Mixing ?

Bringing it all together !



Mixing 101 - a definition

In sound recording and 
reproduction, audio mixing is the 
process of combining multi-track 
recordings into a final mono, 
stereo or surround sound product. 
These tracks that are blended 
together are done so by using 
various processes such as 
equalization and compression. 

Audio mixing techniques and 
approaches can vary widely, 
and these can greatly affect the 
qualities of the sound recording.



Mixing 101 - Signal flow



Mixing 101 - example

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YEorsfZe4vU


4.
What is Implementation ?

Put all that awesome sound in the 
game !



Implementation is the process of establishing 
communication between the game engine and the 
sound engine. 

By “integrating” that connection to sound engine in 
the code of the game you have the power to 
“synchronise” the action in the game to creative 
processes in the sound engine to help drive game’s 
narrative with real time audio.

Implementation - 101 - how i see it



Implementation - 101 - Sound Engines



Implementation - 101 - Game Engines

**Sound Engine Services in Game Engines



Implementation - 101 - Game Engines (more in depth)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vjm--AqG04Y


Implementation 101 - Events

EVENTS are a punctual set’s of 
data/instructions that are called in the 
game code to ask the sound engine (or 
game engine) to do “something”...

… In this case : play (stop/pause/etc) audio



Implementation 101 - Game Syncs

Games Syncs are continuous streams of 
data that can be “synced” or “sent” to the 
sound engine so it can “adapt” or “react” to 
that data in realtime.

Example : Car Speed  = Raise/Lower the Pitch for the 
vehicle sound as the value of “speed” Raises or Lowers.



5.
What is spatial audio ? (brief)

Putting those sounds in a Space !



Spatial audio 101 - 2d vs 3d positioning 



Reverb gives a sense of space and can “place” you in one

Spatial audio 101 - reverb



https://developers.google.com/reso
nance-audio/discover/concepts

Spatial audio 101 - basics of binaural audio

https://developers.google.com/resonance-audio/discover/concepts
https://developers.google.com/resonance-audio/discover/concepts


http://designingsound.org/resource
s/vr-audio-resources/

Spatial audio 101 - VR audio ressources

http://designingsound.org/resources/vr-audio-resources/
http://designingsound.org/resources/vr-audio-resources/


6.
What does it sound like ?



Wwise adventure game



Waterfall example



Reverb zones



7.
What is Dynamic Mixing ?

Adapting to the context and putting 
it all together !



Dynamic Mixing 101 - What is it ?

It’s a system that dynamically changes 
the audio mix based on playing sounds 
and game situations. 



Dynamic Mixing 101 - The goal

Increase immersion

Infer emotion

Reduce repetition

The Goal is ..

To focus on what’s important



Volume – Filters – Effects – etc.

Play – Pause – Stop

Adjust   Audio  Properties 

Control   Playback

Dynamic mixing 101 - by controlling what??



Dialogue

Music

Master signal is metered…

…to alter Slave volume

…or filters

…or Aux send (other Effects)

Dynamic mixing 101 - Side Chaining



Dynamic mixing 101 - Side Chaining
Master

SFX Dialogue

Weapons Critical Noncritical

Player Gun ExplosionNPC Gun

Volume

Volume

VolumeVolume



Dynamic mixing 101 - Example



8.
What is Dynamic Music ?

Adapting to the context and 
putting it all together !



Game State A Game State B

Dynamic Music 101 - states 



Game State A

Dynamic Music 101 - states



Dynamic Music 101 - what is in a music state 

Playlist

Segment a

Segment b

Segment c

Segment d

Sequenced or randomized 
cues stitched together

 Segment …

Game State A



Playlist

Segment
Multitrack object 
with Random or 
Sequence. 
Sub-tracks

Game State A

Dynamic Music 101 - what is in a music state



Game State A Game State B

Transition 
Manager

?

Event 1 Event 2 Event 3 Event 4 Event 5 Event 6

Gameplay

Story ?

Dynamic Music 101 - state transitions 



Transition Manager

Exit at

Fade out

Play Post-exit

Enter at

Fade in

Play Pre-entry

Transition 
Segment

• Entry Cue
• Custom Cue
• Same Time

• Immediate
• Next Grid
• Next Bar
• Next Beat
• Next Cue
• Next …

Source Destination
?

Dynamic Music 101 - transition manager



Dynamic Music 101 - Example
Branching  “Puzzle”

Defeat
2 bars (1-shot)
4 bars (loop)

Neutral
32 bars 

Victory
4 bars

Falling -2
32 bars

Rising 2
32 bars

Falling -1
32 bars

Rising 1
32 bars

Intro
2 bars



9.
Key points when working 

with audio people 
Harnessing the infinite power of 

audio for YOUR Game !!



Key points when working with audio people 
× Include them as early as possible
× Share with them documentation (mood board, design docs, 

inspiration)
× Give them space and time to try things out
× Give them a platform to teach your team about audio 
× Learn the language of Audio (this talk being a good example)
× Give them the minimal resources eg : Memory + CPU (good audio 

does not need that much)
× It’s not the 80’s, invest in decent audio equipment for them (good 

quality is not that expensive now)
× Include them in meetings (daily meetings , design meetings, etc)
× Listen to games : While playing, think of every sound you hear and 

inspire yourself with how it’s helping (or not) the gameplay.



That’s it !

WOAH!!NO WAY!

RADICAL



Before we go !

NO WAY!!

@IAM_MTL

interactiveaudiomontreal.blogspot.ca

www.facebook.com/InteractiveAudioMontreal

Workshops and meetup every 
two months at :



Before we go... AGAIN !● Women in Audio Slack
● Game Audio Slack
● Game audio podcasts

○ Beards Cats and Indie Game Audio
○ Game Audio Podcast
○ Game Audio Hour
○ Level ! : With Emily Reese

● Sound blogs
○ Designingsound.org
○ Audiokinetic Blog
○ A Sound Effect Blog

● Organisations
○ Game Audio Network Guild (G.A.N.G.)
○ Interactive Audio Special Interest Group 

(IASIG)

● Where to learn : 
○ Youtube
○ Soundworks collections
○ Audio Libraries Behind-The-Scenes
○ GDC Vault or Youtube
○ Twitter #gameaudio
○ Game Audio Slack
○ Women in Audio Slack
○ School of Video Game Audio (SOVGA)
○ Books :

■ Karen Colling : Game Sound
■ Damian Kastbauer : Game Audio
■ Google : Game Audio Books
■ Rick Viers : Sound Effects Bible

https://mashalepire.typeform.com/to/CSpfFF
https://twitter.com/mattesque/status/618160869185159168?lang=en
https://twitter.com/mattesque/status/618160869185159168?lang=en
https://mashalepire.typeform.com/to/CSpfFF


THANKS!
Any questions?

You can find me at @maxspsound

Or email me : mspoirier@audiokinetic.com 


